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Spring Creek angler survey underway 
  
          If you fish Spring Creek anytime from now through July 6, you may very well encounter a volunteer 
conducting trout angler surveys. Just a few simple questions will be asked - taking less than 10 minutes 
of your time.  The survey organizers hope that anglers will cooperate, and so far, everyone has.    
          More than 20 Spring Creek Chapter of Trout Unlimited members and a few other volunteers will 
be collectively donating well over 500 hours of their time to this project. Pennsylvania Fish and Boat 
Commission fishery biologists Dave Christine and Jason Detar designed the survey, as well as the survey 
protocol. The design somewhat mirrors angler surveys that were previously done on Penns Creek and 
Spring Creek. 
          Former Spring Creek TU president Judi Sittler is handling the organization of volunteers, as well as 
tabulation of the number of anglers using each section during the specified survey times. Detar of the 
PFBC or a TU volunteer will enter the data from the angler surveys, and Detar and Christine will conduct 
the analysis.     
          Spring Creek is over 20 miles long, and it would be impossible to adequately survey all of its 
fishable length with volunteers. Anglers fishing four sections of the stream will be surveyed - McCoy 
Dam to Bellefonte, Rte. 550 to Hartle's Bridge, Benner Spring area and Fisherman's Paradise - totaling 
8.6 stream miles. 
          Dave Matta, Chris Haser and Dave Truesdale are three of the volunteers working some of the early 
shifts. Matta encountered three anglers on March 1, in the Benner Spring section, and no one on March 
2, in the Route 550 segment. Haser counted a dozen anglers in Fisherman's Paradise on March 7, and 
Dave Truesdale counted 13 anglers on the 550 section on March 8. 
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          "I wanted to help and the idea of surveying anglers just seemed like a fun thing to do," Matta. of 
rural Port Matilda, related. 



          "Everyone has been very cooperative and cheerful when asked to be interviewed," Bellefonte 
resident Truesdale said. "Most had been fishing at least two hours and they were glad that the Fish 
Commission and Trout Unlimited were taking an interest in the fishery." 
          Haser, from State College, added, "Three of the guys that I interviewed at Paradise had driven from 
Lancaster to fish and they had been at it most of the day." 
          According to Detar, two of the four stream sections will be surveyed each week on two randomly-
selected weekdays and both weekend days, during specified two-hour intervals. Sections and times are 
selected at random. Surveyors will walk and/or drive along their designated stream section and count all 
anglers.  After completion of the count, volunteers will work their way back through the area 
interviewing as many anglers as possible within the two hours.  
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          "In essence, we will be taking a two-hour 'snapshot' of what is happening on Spring Creek during 
each specified time," Sittler explained. 
          The survey gathers important information to help protect Spring Creek and guide the management 
of this stream, as well as others. Detar explained the survey's importance at an organization meeting, 
held March 6, at the Comfort Suites in State College.  In addition, fisheries biologist and TU volunteer 
Robert Carlinespelled it out on the Spring Creek Chapter's website: 
          "One of the most compelling reasons we can use to justify the protection and enhancement of 
Spring Creek is the positive economic impact angling has on the surrounding communities.  To estimate 
economic benefits of a fishery, one must know how many anglers participate and have a measure of 
how much money they spend.  One such measure of expenditures is distance traveled.  Angler use 
surveys can provide these kinds of data. 
          "Results of angler use surveys can provide a great deal of other kinds of data that will help the Fish 
and Boat Commission better manage this resource. We need up-to-date information on this fishery to 
determine how it may have changed over the past 25 years, to assess the quality of the fishery, and to 
measure angler opinions of the fishery." 
          Anglers' participation in the surveys is voluntary and anonymous. They will be asked a few 
questions, including their zip code, how many trout they caught and how they would rate the 



fishery.  Each interview should take only a few minutes. The times of specific surveys will not be made 
public so as not to potentially bias the sample. 
  
Previous Surveys 
          Past surveys show that Spring Creek is one of the most heavily-fished trout streams in the state - 
quite possibly number one. Its wild trout population, and subsequently, the angler catch rate is also very 
high. 
          Fisheries biologist and TU volunteer Robert Carline summarized the angler surveys that have taken 
place on Spring Creek in the past. 
          The first angler survey on Spring Creek was conducted from mid-April to June 20, 1976, on the 3-
mile reach from Benner Spring to the upstream boundary of Fisherman’s Paradise. This reach had been 
stocked with 6,268 hatchery trout.  
          "Jim Hartzler, the Penn State graduate student who conducted the survey, discovered that the 
fishing pressure during the early part of his study was intense, but gradually fell to low levels by mid-
June," Carline wrote. "Catch rates of trout were rather modest – 0.22 trout/hr.  Nearly all angled trout 
were stocked, and most of them were harvested." 
          The next angler survey was conducted by the Pennsylvania Cooperative Fish and Wildlife Research 
Unit at Penn State.  The survey ran from June 1 to November 30, 1988, and from March 15 to May 31, 
1989.  Three stream sections were surveyed: upstream of State Route 550 to Hartle’s bridge, 
Fisherman’s Paradise, and Benner Spring. 
          According to Carline, health concerns related to Kepone & Mirex pollution eliminated the stocking 
and harvest of trout in 1981. This, along with environmental improvements, apparently benefitted 
Spring Creek's wild brown trout.  Fish and Boat Commission surveys documented that the density and 
biomass of wild brown trout more than doubled in eight years.  The results from the 1988-89 angler 
survey provided evidence of this remarkable increase. 
          "During this survey, fishing pressure was spread more evenly across all months, compared to 
1976. Perhaps, more importantly, catch rates of wild trout were much improved over those when 
fishery relied on stocked trout," Carline pointed out. The catch rate at Benner Spring jumped six-fold - 
from 0.22 trout/hour to 1.35 trout/hour. Catch rate, coupled with trout population data, allowed 
biologists to calculate that, on the average, each trout in the Benner Spring reach was captured and 
released 6.4 times during the 9.5-month survey period.         
          Spring Creek TU sponsored a 78-day study counting anglers in 2006. Volunteers made a total of 60 
counts on the SR 550 stretch and 50 counts at Fisherman’s Paradise.  The number of anglers counted per 
reach ranged from 0 to 34 and averaged about 8 anglers per count. 
          Carline noted that fishing pressure in 2006 was substantially higher than in 1988-1989.  The 
increase was most dramatic in the SR 550 reach, where angler use increased from 1,318 hours/mile to 
6,989 hours/mile - a 430 percent increase. If you compare the 2006 results to a statewide survey of wild 
trout streams conducted by the Fish and Boat Commission in 2004, the difference is dramatic.     
          "The 2004 study, that included surveys done on 200 stream segments, estimated that the larger 
streams had 239 angler-hours per mile from opening day to September 3, 2004," Carline 
wrote. "Hence, the surveyed reaches in Spring Creek had 29 to 34 times more fishing pressure than large 
trout streams statewide, even though the Spring Creek census in 2006 did not include July and August... 
Clearly, fishing pressure on Spring Creek is quite high."  
  
          Participating in the survey process might be a small inconvenience, but your cooperation would 
contribute greatly to the protection and future management of Spring Creek. 
          Expressing thoughts similar to many volunteers, Chris Haser stated, "I love this resource and I want 
to help with its protection and management. Everyone that I interviewed was genuinely very nice to me 



and happy to be surveyed. Several told me that they come here because of the quality of our 
stream."      
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